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Effective, safe, affordable, and free of chemical side effects-the benefits of homeopathy are
endless! Schmukler gives helpful guidelines for coordinating remedies with symptoms,
ingesting them properly, making remedies in the home, and stretching your supply. Alan
Schmukler's Homeopathy discusses the history and science of the alternative medicine and
provides a comprehensive set of proven remedies-safe for folks and animals. Filled with
homeopathic remedies for arthritis, colds, food poisoning, insomnia, Lyme disease, morning
sickness, wounds, and a host of other ailments and accidental injuries, this handy reference
instruction also includes info on homeopathic immunization and first aid. Already established in
the national health care systems of England, France, and holland, homeopathic treatments are
used by over 500 million people worldwide."?Lilipoh Magazine "Schmuckler's handbook is a
thorough modern look at the 200 most commonly used remedies which should help satisfy
everyone's health questions through homeopathy. It is probably the most comprehensive severe
care books in the marketplace. Whether you are a neophyte or an old-hand in your knowledge of
homeopathy, you will reap the benefits of having this book in your library. Praise: "This book is a
joy to read, easy to comprehend, comfortable to use.' Having his publication, already dog-eared
and visibly well-adored, certainly makes me feel empowered! Alan believes homeopathy is
certainly 'magical, exciting, and empowering."?Alive Magazine "Heaven forbid we have to find
ourselves responding to a life-threatening or cataclysmic event, but if we do, this book would be
a godsend!"?Homeopathy Today
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Would love to see an up to date index with an increase of common symptoms/ailments Would
love to see an up to date index with an increase of common symptoms/ailments. ..! An excellent
book! There is also a fairly in depth section on pregnancy and childbirth and also organ remedies
regarding problems with various organs. Very detailed and obvious for Ailments ?????? Excellent! In
fact I will probably buy another duplicate for my friend. Definitely a good book to have around
the house. Economizing (makes sense); Excellent book however, not so much for Kindle Touch I
love this book very much - tried it from my Kindle Touch and gave it a good skim before
reluctantly returning it. It includes a table of contents, but the VITAL sections "Ailments A to Z"
and "Remedy Descriptions" haven't any subheadings at all! This implies you should know the
brands of the remedies (or the exact name used for the ailment) to be able to search - or you
must flip through.. There is an index - you have to move to "end" and then flip back a few pages
to find it. Thus giving you page quantities to "go to" but they are not touch accessible.! Alan
Schmukler offers written a most in depth, enlightening, and invaluable book that has aided me
personally in too many methods to ever list. First Aid Remedies for Particular Occupations &
Actions (there can be some humor here); Homeopathy Although this provided some information
re: Homeopathy and how to incorporate it into your daily life, it was not inclusive or detailed
more than enough for me. and Remedies for YOUR HOUSE Kit.. Faith Healing is definitely free in
many regions of the country/world. Five Stars FILLED WITH GREAT INFO! I feel better ready with
this reserve and purchasing the remedies needed to have on hands in case something major
occurs and hospitals are too full or if I can't even reach a hospital. If the writer updates this
publication with a better desk of contents for quick reference, I'll completely consider buying it
once again for the Kindle.Issues I particularly liked in this publication were the sections on
Pregnancy and Birth; Economically, Faith Healing may be the smarter choice to create. Five Stars
i was very satisfied with the product Good book! Among my favortie homeopathy books That is
such a well crafted book with lots of great information. Not merely does Alan Schmukler provide
information for common disease, but he also switches into what to perform in case there is
usually and epidemic. As he mentions, these are strange instances with diseases resisting
antibiotics, terrorist attacks and so forth. INVALUABLE BOOK FOR ALLLL Stuff HOMEOPATHIC!.
That makes it a good publication for flipping through and learning more about homeopathy, but
not so great for a quick reference in the Kindle format. This is a must have reserve! I'll
understand how to care for me and my children from the simplest cold all the way to Anthrax.
Whether you are just beginning to explore the exciting world of homeopathy, or quite a long
time student thinking about this Master's interpretations, you will be so inspired therefore
significantly educated by Alan Schmukler's Handbook! This specific book has the usual details
on what to consider for colds or toothaches and that type of issue that you typically discover in
these kind of books but also has more obscure and exotic factors ranging from gunshot wounds
to epidemics.! In addition, it has sections with suggested remedies for ailments common in
certain occupations and hobbies. I demonstrated this book to a pal who has been using
homeopathy for many years and had hardly ever seen some of the issues mentioned in this
publication. Arrived as expected. Fast delivery. Excellent book! After all, homeopaths claim to
treat everything, end up being it chronic or infectious. Relying on it rather than real medicine
can destroy you. If it actually had any effect apart from wasting a precious organic resource
(water), then we would all live disease-free of charge until most of us suddenly dropped lifeless
from. All very useful chapters. shingles will be good to add to the index good book to have I
think this is an excellent book to retain in your collection in case you are thinking about
homeopathy. something, I suppose. This book is a waste of your cash Homeopathy is bunk, and



demonstrably so. Perhaps they think you can live permanently with homeopathy, however, not
one of them has ever maintained it Don't fall for this pseudoscientific nonsense.. Why pay
money? I go through it cover-to-cover. It has been shown time and again that Faith Healing has
the same efficacy as homeopathy. I am adding it to my maybe list for a paperback duplicate - my
space is bound so would have preferred a Kindle copy with a better table of contents! I have
effectively used and recommended remedies for myself, my children, my friends, and even new
acquaintances, all because of this cornucopia of wisdom and insight from one of homeopathy's
Masters. Warts &.. first I did not think I was going to like this book At 1st I did so not think I was
going to like this publication. Big homeopathy desires you to If you're considering buying the
product, you should save your valuable money. But the more I use it to analyze remedies, the
more I like it. a very great collection to my library a very fine collection to my library Three Stars
Too good information but no 'contents listing' hence very difficult to find a desired topic in
kindle.
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